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Tweet

Zedamsan decorative refrigerator
magnets, Glass 3D Cute Fridge Magnets

 0 reviews | Write a review

$9.99

PRODUCT CODE: 4M-3FW2-47WX

AVAILABILITY: In Stock

Qty: + 1 -

  

Share

Shipping options

Ships in 5 business days 

FREE in United States

Ships from US 

Offer policy

OBO - Seller accepts offers on this item. 

Return policy

Full refund available within 30 days
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Zedamsan decorative refrigerator magnets, Glass 3D Cute Fridge Magnets, Small Magnets for Fridge,
Office, Home, Kitchen, Cabinet, Whiteboard, Photo, Message, Gift

【Parcels contain】 Glass with strong decorative magnets. This product set contains 12 round glass fridge magnets of 30 x 30 x 8

mm (1.18 x 1.18 x 0.31 Inch) size. The size of the refrigerator magnet is not particularly large, but its magnetic power is not to be

understated.

【Highlights】 The product is made of strong crystal glass and soft magnets in a rounded shape with no sharp edges to avoid

damage to the surface and protect your refrigerator from scratches.

【Perfect Gift Choice】 With starry sky pattern 3D magnets, Beautiful and cute refrigerator decorative glass convex circular

magnet,can be used for whiteboard, magnetic dry erase board, locker, a very bright gift for your relatives and friends.

【Multiple Uses】 These refrigerator magnets with starry Sky colors can hold photos, messages, postcards, documents, business

cards, shopping lists, and other items to most metal or magnetic surfaces (such as refrigerators, washing machines, microwaves,

magnetic dry erase boards, and lockers)

【Professional Brand】 We are professional magnetic products sellers and you can find many magnetic products you want in our

store. Search Zedamsan , find the product you need.

Product Description

Why Choose Our Fridge Magnets?

1) 12 different vintage styles patterns bring you the visual enjoyment of beauty, charming than normal silver magnets.;

2) Made of crystal glass and soft magnet, smooth round magnet shape protect fridge from scratching. Easier to lift off the fridge than

normal flat disc magnets;

3) Well Package in a storage box. Nice gift for those who love decorating.

Payment options 

DESCRIPTION REVIEWS (0)
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Product details

Is Discontinued By Manufacturer：No 

Manufacturer :Zedamsan 
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